
iPhoneography Course Description 

 

Your iPhone is a camera and powerful editing suite in your pocket, so leave your "real" camera at home 

and join internationally recognized iPhoneographer and Mobile Artist James Clarke, who will guide you 

through the basics of creating photographic masterpieces with your iPhone. 

It has been said that "the best camera is the one you have with you". Just as Steve Jobs revolutionized 

the music industry, he has laid the groundwork to do the same with photography. The introduction and 

subsequent improvements to the iPhone and other Smart phones has opened up photographic and 

digital imagery to the creative masses.  

There are thousands of photography applications developed for the iPhone, but how do you know which 

ones to buy and how to use them? Join us as we explore this limitless new form of photographic 

expression. More than just a device to take a snapshot, the iPhone is a powerful artistic tool. It is like 

having a camera and darkroom in your pocket. 

You will explore fun and easy ways to capture and process images with your iPhone. We will then 

explore ways to turn your photos into unique and artistic images. Most of the applications (apps) you’ll 

discover during this class cost less than a latte from your local coffee shop. You will learn about the 

popular Hipstamatic application with its growing choices of lens, film and flash combinations. You will 

learn how to adjust your images in various applications. You will also learn how to achieve different 

effects using filters from a variety of apps and how to blend those images. You will learn how to save the 

images in your camera/phone in high resolution for high quality printing outside the class. You will also 

learn how to instantly share your newly created masterpiece with the world. 

There is no need to have a computer for this class since all the processing is done on the iPhone/iPod 

Touch and/or iPad.  

Time will be spent capturing images outside the classroom and processing the images in the classroom 

while learning how to use various applications. Students are required to have an iPhone 3Gs, 4, or 4s 

with an active iTunes account. 


